Triggerguard, sand cast brass or nickel silver ...... #TG-SPW-F-B or S
A nice variation of an early halfstock plains rifle triggerguard. Made for use with a longrifle style double set trigger, this guard is mounted with pins, unlike Hawken triggerguards which are screws directly to the triggerplate. Use two steel #Pin-3/32 dowel pins, sold separately.
#TG-SPW-F-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $13.99
#TG-SPW-F-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $14.99

full size plans available
for a Vincent rifle
See our Vincent Rifle kit
www.trackofthewolf.com

Triggerguard, wax cast yellow brass or steel .......... #TG-Vinc-2-B or I
Copied from an original Caleb Vincent halfstock rifle, this triggerguard has a comfortable grip rail, large bow for double set triggers, and the finger spur typically found on late Ohio longrifle hardware. We recommend this triggerguard for use with our pre-inlet Vincent half stock.
#TG-Vinc-2-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $29.99
#TG-Vinc-2-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $22.99
#Plan-Vincent fullscale plans for Vincent rifle only $6.50
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